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MAXIMUM NORM A POSTERIORI ERROR ESTIMATION FOR
PARABOLIC PROBLEMS USING ELLIPTIC RECONSTRUCTIONS
NATALIA KOPTEVAy AND TORSTEN LINSSz
Abstract. A semilinear second-order parabolic equation is considered in a regular and a
singularly-perturbed regime. For this equation, we give computable a posteriori error estimates
in the maximum norm. Semidiscrete and fully discrete versions of the backward Euler, Crank-
Nicolson and discontinuous Galerkin dG(r) methods are addressed. For their full discretizations,
we employ elliptic reconstructions that are, respectively, piecewise-constant, piecewise-linear and
piecewise-quadratic for r = 1 in time. We also use certain bounds for the Green's function of the
parabolic operator.
Key words. a posteriori error estimate, maximum norm, singular perturbation, elliptic re-
construction, backward Euler, Crank-Nicolson, discontinuous Galerkin, parabolic equation, reaction-
diusion.
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1. Introduction. Consider a semilinear parabolic equation in the form
Mu := @tu+ Lu+ f(x; t; u) = 0 for (x; t) 2 Q := 
 (0; T ]; (1.1a)
with a second-order linear elliptic operator L = L(t) in a spatial domain 
  Rn with
Lipschitz boundary, subject to the initial and Dirichlet boundary conditions
u(x; 0) = '(x) for x 2 
; u(x; t) = 0 for (x; t) 2 @
 [0; T ]: (1.1b)
We assume that f is continuous in 
 [0; T ]R, dierentiable in the third argument
and, for some nonnegative constants  and , satises
0  2  @zf(x; t; z)  2 for (x; t; z) 2 
 [0; T ] R: (1.2)
The purpose of this paper is to obtain computable a posteriori error estimates for
fully discrete methods applied to problem (1.1). We consider the rst-order backward
Euler and the second-order Crank-Nicolson discretizations in time. Furthermore, we
study the discontinuous Galerkin method dG(r), r  1, with Radau quadrature.
These results are applied to the model equation with L :=  "24 =  "2Pni=1 @2xi :
Mu := @tu  "24u+ f(x; t; u) = 0 (1.3)
posed in a bounded polyhedral spatial domain 
  Rn, with n = 1; 2; 3. This equation
will be considered in the two regimes:
(i) " = 1;   0; (ii) " 1;  > 0:
Note that regime (ii) yields a singularly perturbed reaction-diusion equation, whose
solutions may exhibit sharp layer phenomena. So it is important in this regime that
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a posteriori error estimates are robust in the sense that any dependence on the small
perturbation parameter " should be shown explicitly [21, 25].
We will give error estimates in the maximum norm, which is suciently strong to
capture sharp layers and singularities that may occur, in particular, if problem (1.1) is
of singularly-perturbed type. Our estimates will be of interpolation type in the sense
that they will include certain terms that may be interpreted as approximating pj j@pt uj,
where p and j are the discretization order and local step size in time, respectively.
We employ the elliptic reconstruction technique, which was introduced in the
recent papers [22, 19, 6] as a counterpart of the Ritz-projection in the a posteriori
error estimation for parabolic problems. We also use certain bounds for the Green's
function of the continuous parabolic operator in a manner similar to [6], only for a
more general semilinear parabolic operator of (1.3) (compared to @t  4 in [6]).
One distinctive feature of our analysis in this paper (compared, e.g., to [1, 6])
is that we use computed solutions and elliptic reconstructions that are piecewise-
polynomial of degree p 1 in time, where p is the time discretization order. In partic-
ular, they are piecewise-constant in time when dealing with the rst-order backward
Euler method, and piecewise-linear and -quadratic, respectively, when dealing with
the second-order Crank-Nicolson method, and the third-order dG(1) method. Conse-
quently, we allow the residuals of computed solutions, as well as other functions, to
be understood as distributions; this inclusion plays a crucial role in our analysis.
Note that earlier pointwise/maximum norm a posteriori error estimates for
parabolic equations are given either for regular linear problems [9, 3, 6, 7], or are
not robust in the sense that they involve negative powers of " [3]. For a more detailed
comparison of our results with various earlier a posteriori error estimates, we refer
the reader to Remarks 5.3, 9.5, 9.9 and 11.7 below.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the Green's function
and obtain a certain stability lemma, which is the key ingredient of our a posteriori
error analysis. The contents of Sections 3{6 and 8{11 are summarized in the table
below, while Section 7 looks into elliptic a posteriori error estimators.
Summary Backward Crank-
of results Euler Nicolson dG(r)
Semidiscretizations x3 x4 x5 x6
Full discretizations x8 x9 x10 x11
Notation. Throughout the paper, C, as well as c, denotes a generic positive constant
that may take dierent values in dierent formulas, but is independent of the diusion
coecient " and any mesh sizes. We use jxj for the Euclidean norm of x 2 Rn. The
usual spaces C(
) and H10 (
) are used, as well as the spaces Lp(
), 1  p  1, with
the norm k  kp;
, while h;  i =
R


(x) (x) dx denotes the inner product in L2(
).
Distributions and left-continuity convention. Certain functions will be understood as
distributions [13], which will in most cases be indicated. By contrast, if a certain
function is Lebesgue-integrable in 
 (0; T ), we shall refer to it as a regular function.
Whenever we deal with a regular function, it will be understood as left-continuous for
all t 2 (0; T ]. In particular, this convention will be applied to all piecewise-continuous
temporal derivatives.
2. The Green's function of the parabolic operator. In this section we
consider the Green's function G associated with the operatorM of (1.1). Our interest
in the Green's function is in that it will be used to express the error of a numerical
approximation in terms of its residual.
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For denitions and properties of fundamental solutions and Green's functions of
parabolic operators with variable coecients, we refer the reader to [12, Chap. 1
and x7 of Chap. 3]. For any pair of bounded functions v and w that vanish on
@
, the standard linearization yields Mv  Mw = [@t + L + a(x; t)](v   w), where
a(x; t) :=
R 1
0
@zf(x; t; w + z[v   w]) dz. Hence, the dierence v   w is represented as
[v   w](x; t) =
Z


G(x; t; ; 0) [v   w](; 0) d
+
Z t
0
Z


G(x; t; ; s) [Mv  Mw](; s) d ds; (2.1)
with the help of the Green's function G that we now dene. For xed (x; t) 2 Q, the
Green's function G(x; t; ; s) =:  (; s) solves the adjoint terminal-value problem
[ @s   L + a(; s) ]  (; s) = 0 for (; s) 2 
 [0; t); (2.2a)
 (; t) = (   x) for  2 
; (2.2b)
 (; s) = 0 for (; s) 2 @
 [0; t]: (2.2c)
Here () is the Dirac -distribution in Rn [13], and L is the adjoint operator to the
linear operator L.
The analysis in this paper will be carried out under the following condition.
Condition 2.1. There are constants 0; 1 > 0 and 2  0 such that the Green's
function G of (2.2), (1.2) satises
kG(x; t; ; s)k1;
  0 e 2(t s);
Z t 
0
k@sG(x; t; ; s)k1;
 ds  1 `(; t) + 2;
where x 2 
,  2 (0; t], t 2 (0; T ], and `(; t) := R t

s 1e 
1
2
2s ds  ln(t=).
Note that our model problem satises this condition as follows.
Lemma 2.2. Let " 2 (0; 1] and   0. Under assumption (1.2), the model
problem (1.3) satises Condition 2.1 with 0 := 1, 1 :=
3n
2n=2+1
and an "-independent
constant 2  0. If f(x; t; z) = a(x)z + b(x; t), then 2 = 0. In general, 2 =
(2   2) ^2, where ^2 = ^2() if  > 0, and ^2 = ^2(T ) if  = 0.1
Proof. We defer the proof to Section 12.
The above Condition 2.1 will be employed by means of the following lemma, which
plays a crucial role in our analysis. The lemma is formulated in the context of an
arbitrary nonuniform mesh in the time direction
0 = t0 < t1 < t2 < : : : < tM = T; with j = tj   tj 1 for j = 1; : : : ;M: (2.3)
Lemma 2.3. Suppose the parabolic operator M of (1.1) satises (1.2) and Con-
dition 2.1, and v; w are bounded in 
  [0; T ]. Furthermore, let v(; t); w(; t) 2
H10 (
) \ C(
) for t 2 [0; T ], and
Mv  Mw = @t+ # in Q; (2.4)
1The constants 0 and 1 given by Lemma 2.2 are reasonably sharp. E.g., for the constant-
coecient version @tu "2@2xu+2u = b(x; t) of (1.3) in the spatial domain 
 := R, a calculation [16]
yields kG(x; t; ; s)k1;
 = e 2(t s) and k@sG(x; t; ; s)k1;
 
 p
2 ( e) 1 (t  s) 1 + 2 e 2(t s)
so Condition 2.1 is satised with 0 = 1 (as in Lemma 2.2), 1 =
p
2 ( e) 1  0:48, 2 = 1, while
Lemma 2.2 gives 1 = 3  2 3=2  1:06.
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where the function  is continuous and bounded on [t0; t1] and each (tj 1; tj ], while
@t is continuous and bounded on (tm 1; tm] for some 1  m M , and k#(; s)k1;

is integrable w.r.t. s in (0; tm) (possibly, in the sense of distributions). Then[v   w](; tm)1;

 0e 2tm
[v   w   ](; 0)1;
 + (1 `m + 2) sup
s2[0;tm 1]
(; s)1;

+ 0 lim
s!t+m 1
(; s)1;
 + 0 m sup
s2(tm 1;tm]
@s(; s)1;

+ 0
Z tm
0
e 
2(tm s) #(; s)1;
 ds; (2.5)
where `m = `m() :=
R tm
m
s 1e 
1
2
2s ds  ln(tm=m):
Remark 2.4. The term @t in the right-hand side of (2.4) is understood in
the sense of distributions. A typical  is continuously dierentiable in time on each
(tj 1; tj ] and has jumps at t 2 ftjgm 1j=1 , but our left-continuity convention allows to
avoid ambiguity when integrating by parts. It may help the reader to consider an
equivalent interpretation of such evaluations. For some small positive , one can
replace t+j by tj + , and  by  such that  =  for t 2 [tj 1 + ; tj ], and it
is continuous and linear in time on each [tj ; tj + ]. Then one deals with a regular
function @t, while the nal result is obtained by taking the limit as ! 0+.
Similarly, in all calculations involving  , one can initially replace it by a regular
function   obtained using a regular approximation  of  in (2.2b), and then let
 ! 0+. With regard to the regularity of  , Condition 2.1 implies for any  2 (0; t)
that @s  2 L1(
  [0; t    ]), while an inspection of the proof of Lemma 2.2 yields a
stronger regularity with @s  2 L2(
 [0; t   ]).
Remark 2.5. One can easily check that if  = 0, then `m = ln(tm=m).
Otherwise, if  > 0, one has `m() = E1(
1
2
2m)   E1( 122tm), where E1(t) =R1
t
s 1e s ds; so `m()  j ln( 122m)j provided that 122m  0:67 (this is easily
checked by nding the only root  0:67 of the equation E1(s) = j ln sj on (0; 1)). Note
also that `1 = 0 for any   0.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Combining representation (2.1) with the notation  (; s) :=
G(x; tm; ; s) for the Green's function of (2.2), one gets
[v   w](x; tm) =


[v   w](; 0);  (; 0)+ Z tm
0


[Mv  Mw](; s);  (; s) ds:
Here, in view of (2.4), the integral on the right-hand side involves  and #, so can
be represented as a sum J + J# of the corresponding integrals, which we consider
separately. We use the notation
R b+
:= lim!0+
R b+
and so split J as
J = J
(1)
 + J
(2)
 :=
Z t+m 1
0


@s; (; s)

ds+
Z tm
t+m 1


@s; (; s)

ds:
Here, for J
(1)
 , an integration by parts yields
J (1) =


(; t+m 1); (; tm 1)
  
(; 0); (; 0)  Z tm 1
0


(; s); @s (; s)

ds:
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Consequently, we arrive at
[v   w](x; tm) =


[v   w   ](; 0);  (; 0)  Z tm 1
0


(; s); @s (; s)

ds
+


(; t+m 1); (; tm 1)

+
Z tm
t+m 1


@s; (; s)

ds
+
Z tm
0


#(; s);  (; s)ds; (2.6)
where the last term represents J#. Finally, Condition 2.1 implies that
k (; s)k1;
  0 e 2(tm s)  0;
Z tm 1
0
k@s (; s)k1;
 ds  1 `m + 2;
so we get the desired result.
The following version of Lemma 2.3 involves certain approximations  jh of  (; tj).
Lemma 2.3. Under conditions of Lemma 2.3, suppose that instead of (2.4) one
has Mv  Mw = @t+ #+ #, where #(; t) =
Pm 1
j=1 #
j (t  tj) for t 2 [0; tm]. If
there exist some functions f jhgm 1j=1 such that h#j ; jhi = 0 for j = 1; : : : ;m  1, andPm 1
j=1 j kH 2j f (; tj)  jhgk1;
  3 `(; t) for some positive weight functions fHjg
and some constant 3, then the statement of Lemma 2.3 remains valid, only with an
additional term 3 `(; t) maxj=1;:::;m 1

 1j kH2j #jk1;

	
in the nal line of (2.5).
Proof. Imitate the proof of Lemma 2.3, and note that now we have (2.6) with an
additional term
Pm 1
j=1 h#j ;  (; tj)i =
Pm 1
j=1 h#j ;  (; tj)   jhi.
3. Summary of results for semidiscrete methods (no spatial discretiza-
tion). In this section we describe our results for the abstract parabolic problem (1.1)
discretized in time on an arbitrary nonuniform mesh (2.3) using semidiscrete backward
Euler, Crank-Nicolson and discontinuous Galerkin methods.
Let u solve the problem (1.1) with the parabolic operatorM satisfying (1.2) and
Condition 2.1, and U j 2 H10 (
) \ C(
), associated with the time level tj , solve a
corresponding semidiscrete problem, with U0 = '. Then, for m = 1; : : : ;M , we give
a posteriori error estimates of the typeUm   u(; tm)1;
  C1(1 `m + 2) maxj=1;:::;m 1j1;
 + C2 0 m1;

+ 0
mX
j=1
Z tj
tj 1
e 
2(tm s) #(; s)1;
 ds : (3.1)
The quantities that appear in this estimate are specied by Theorems 4.1, 5.1
and Corollary 6.3 below, and can be summarized as follows:
p j+1 # C1 C2
backward Euler 1 U j+1   U j ~    j on (tj 1; tj ] 1 2
Crank-Nicolson 2 j+1( 
j+1    j) ~   I1;t ~ 18 12
dG(1)-Radau 3 3j+1(2 
j   3 j+1=3 +  j+1) ~   I2;t ~ 281 16
Here for the evaluation of j+1 and # we use
 j+ := L(tj+)U j+ + f(; tj+; U j+); ~ := L(t) ~U + f(; t; ~U); (3.2)
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where  2 (0; 1] is any value for which the approximate solution U j+ at time tj+ :=
tj + j+1 is available from the denition of the semidiscrete method. Also, ~U is
a piecewise-polynomial interpolant of the computed solution of degree p   1, while
Ip 1;t ~ is a piecewise-polynomial interpolant of ~ of the same degree using the same
interpolation points.
Remark 3.1 (Interpolation-type estimates). The quantity jj j in (3.1) approxi-
mates pj j@pt u(; tj)j. This immediately follows from j = U j  U j 1 for the backward
Euler method. For the Crank-Nicolson and dG(1) methods, note that  j+ approxi-
mates Lu+f(; t; u) at t = tj+, so j approximates pj j@p 1t (Lu+f(; t; u))j (in fact,
j = pj @
p 1
t (Ip 1;t ~ )), while (1.1) gives j@p 1t (Lu+ f(; t; u))j = j@pt uj.
Remark 3.2 (pth-order estimates). Remark 3.1 and the denitions of # for
the backward Euler, Crank-Nicolson and dG(1) methods imply that (3.1) gives an
a posteriori error estimate of order p with p = 1; 2 and 3, respectively.
4. Semidiscrete backward Euler method (no spatial discretization).
Consider an arbitrary nonuniform mesh (2.3) in the time direction and discretize
the abstract parabolic problem (1.1) in time using the rst-order backward Euler
method as follows. We associate an approximate solution U j 2 H10 (
) \ C(
) with
the time level tj and require it to satisfy
tU
j + LjU j + f j = 0 in 
; j = 1; : : : ;M ; U0 = '; (4.1a)
where tU
j :=
U j   U j 1
j
; Lj := L(tj) and f j := f(; tj ; U j): (4.1b)
For this discretization, we give the following a posteriori error estimate.
Theorem 4.1. Let u solve the problem (1.1) with the parabolic operator M
satisfying (1.2) and Condition 2.1, and U j solve the corresponding semidiscrete prob-
lem (4.1). Then, for m = 1; : : : ;M , one has (3.1) with j = U j   U j 1, C1 = 1,
C2 = 2, and # dened by
#(; t) = ~ (; t)  ~ (; tj); ~ (; t) = L(t)U j + f(; t; U j) for t 2 (tj 1; tj ]: (4.2)
Proof. Let I1;tU be the standard piecewise-linear interpolant of U
j in time:
I1;tU(; t) := tj tj U j 1 +
t tj 1
j
U j for t 2 [tj 1; tj ]; j = 1; : : : ;M: (4.3)
Furthermore, we dene a piecewise-constant interpolant ~U of U j by
~U(; t) := U j for t 2 (tj 1; tj ]; j = 1 : : : ;M ; ~U(; 0) := U1; (4.4)
(so ~U is continuous on [t0; t1]). Note that the temporal derivative @t ~U is understood
as a distribution, while @t(I1;tU) is a regular function, equal to tU
j for t 2 (tj 1; tj ]
(in agreement with our left-continuity convention). Consequently, (4.1a) implies that
@t(I1;tU) + ~ = # for (x; t) 2 Q: (4.5)
Here we also used the observation that, by (4.4), the regular function # of (4.2) can
be rewritten as # = ~   [LjU j + f j ] for t 2 (tj 1; tj ].
As M ~U = @t ~U + ~ and Mu = 0, so (4.5) implies that
M ~U  Mu = @t[ ~U   I1;tU ] + # in Q:
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Now the desired bound for Um u(; tm) = [ ~U u](; tm) is obtained by an application
of Lemma 2.3 with  := ~U I1;tU and # of (4.2), using the following two observations.
First, we note that [ ~U u ](; 0) = U1 ' (U1 ') = 0. Second, for t 2 (tj 1; tj ],
one has
 =
tj t
j
(U j   U j 1) = tj tj j =) jj 
j ; j j@tj = j :
This completes the proof.
Corollary 4.2. Under assumption (1.2), the a posteriori error estimate of
Theorem 4.1 applies to the model problem (1.3) with # = f(; t; U j)  f(; tj ; U j) and
the constants 0, 1, 2 from Lemma 2.2.
5. Semidiscrete Crank-Nicolson method (no spatial discretization).
Consider an arbitrary nonuniform mesh (2.3) in the time direction and discretize
the abstract parabolic problem (1.1) in time using the second-order Crank-Nicolson
method as follows. We associate an approximate solution U j 2 H10 (
) \ C(
) with
the time level tj and require it to satisfy
tU
j + 12
 Lj 1U j 1 + LjU j+ 12 (f j 1 + f j) = 0 in 
; j = 1; : : : ;M; (5.1a)
where we again let
U0 = '; tU
j :=
U j   U j 1
j
; Lj := L(tj) and f j := f(; tj ; U j): (5.1b)
To give an a posteriori error estimate for this discretization, we will use the stan-
dard piecewise linear interpolation I1;t, which, for any continuous function w = w(t),
is dened by
I1;tw(t) :=
tj t
j
w(tj 1) +
t tj 1
j
w(tj) for t 2 [tj 1; tj ]; j = 1; : : : ;M: (5.2)
Recall an almost identical denition (4.3) for the piecewise-linear interpolant I1;tU of
the computed solution; the latter plays a crucial role in our analysis of this section.
Theorem 5.1. Let u solve the problem (1.1) with the parabolic operator M
satisfying (1.2) and Condition 2.1, and U j solve the corresponding semidiscrete prob-
lem (5.1). Then for m = 1; : : : ;M , one has (3.1) with j = j
 
 j    j 1 using
 j = LjU j + f j, C1 = 18 , C2 = 12 , and # dened by
# = ~   I1;t ~ ; ~ = L(t) ~U + f(; t; ~U); ~U(; t) = I1;tU(; t) (5.3)
for t 2 [0; T ], where we use I1;tU(; t) of (4.3) and I1;t of (5.2).
Proof. Let t 2 [tj 1; tj ]. First, note that ~ = I1;t ~ +# = 12
 
 j 1+ j

+@t+#,
where  :=
R t
tj

I1;t ~   12
 
 j 1 +  j

dt, so
 =  1j 
j
Z t
tj
(t  tj 1=2) dt =   12 (tj   t)(t  tj 1)   2j j for t 2 [tj 1; tj ]: (5.4)
Next, note that ~U(; t) = I1;tU(; t) implies that @t ~U = tU j =   12 ( j 1 +  j) for
t 2 (tj 1; tj ] (where we also invoked (5.1a)). Combining these two observations, one
deduces that @t ~U + ~ = @t+ #. As M ~U = @t ~U + ~ and Mu = 0, so
M ~U  Mu = @t+ # in Q: (5.5)
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Both sides in this relation are regular functions; it is valid for t 2 (0; T ] as  of (5.4)
is continuous for t 2 [0; T ].
Now the desired bound for Um   u(; tm) = [ ~U   u](; tm) is obtained by an
application of Lemma 2.3 to the equation (5.5) with  given by (5.4), and # by (5.3),
using the following two observations. First, note that [ ~U u ](; 0) = U0 ' 0 = 0.
Second, for t 2 (tj 1; tj ], one has
jj  18 jj j and j j@tj  12 jj j; (5.6)
while (; t+m 1) = 0. This completes the proof.
Corollary 5.2. Under assumption (1.2), the a posteriori error estimate of
Theorem 5.1 applies to the model problem (1.3) with # = f(; t; I1;tU) I1;t[f(; t; ItU)]
and the constants 0, 1, 2 from Lemma 2.2.
Remark 5.3. The a posteriori error estimate given by Theorem 5.1 resembles
(but is not identical with) error estimates of [1]. Our analysis of the semidiscrete
Crank-Nicolson method seems more straightforward as we work with the standard
piecewise linear interpolant of the computed solution, while the analysis in [1] involves
a construction of a certain piecewise-quadratic polynomial of the computed solution
in time. Furthermore, in Section 10, we derive a posteriori error estimates for fully
discrete Crank-Nicolson methods, which were not considered in [1].
6. Semidiscrete discontinuous Galerkin method dG(r) with Radau
quadrature (no spatial discretization). Consider an arbitrary nonuniform mesh
(2.3) in the time direction and discretize the abstract parabolic problem (1.1) in time
using the discontinuous Galerkin method dG(r) (described, e.g., in [10, 27]) as follows.
First, introduce the Radau points AR := fk : 0 < 0 < 1 < : : : < r = 1g
(e.g., r = 1 corresponds to AR = f 13 ; 1g). We shall also use the augmented setA := f0g [ AR of r + 2 points. Next, on [0; 1] introduce the basis fk(s)grk=0 for
polynomials of degree r with the property 'k(l) = k l, and the polynomial r+1 of
degree r + 1 such that
r+1(0) = 1; r+1(k) = 0 for k = 0; : : : ; r; C :=
dr+1
dsr+1 r+1(s): (6.1)
Also dene the two interpolants on (tj ; tj+1]: I^r;t 2 r with
 
I^r;t

(tj+) = (tj+)
for  2 AR, and Ir+1;t 2 r+1 with
 
Ir+1;t

(tj+) = (tj+) for  2 A.
Let U0 := '. Given an approximate solution U j 2 H10 (
) \ C(
) associated
with the time level tj , we require approximate solutions U
j+k 2 H10 (
) \ C(
), for
k = 0; : : : ; r, respectively associated with the time levels tj+k , to satisfy
U(; t+j )  U j

'k(0) +
Z tj+1
t+j

@tU + I^r;t 

'k
  t tj
j+1

dt = 0 for k = 0; : : : ; r; (6.2a)
where U :=
rX
k=0
U j+k 'k(
t tj
j+1
);  := L(t)U + f(; t; U) for t 2 (tj ; tj+1]: (6.2b)
Note that (6.2) represents the dG(r) method with Radau quadrature, exact for poly-
nomials of degree 2r, while if the term I^r;t is replaced by  , then we get the dG(r)
method without quadrature.
Next, an application of Ir+1;t to the approximate solutions fU j+;  2 Ag gen-
erates ~U and the related function ~ :
~U := U   U(; t+j )  U j r+1( t tjj+1 ); ~ = L(t) ~U + f(; t; ~U): (6.3)
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Note that Ir+1;t ~ allows a representation
Ir+1;t ~ = I^r;t + 
j+1  1j+1 C
 1
 r+1
  t tj
j+1

; (6.4)
where j+1 :=  r+2j+1 @
r+1
t [Ir+1;t
~ ], so, with the notation  j+ =  (; tj+), one has
j+1 = j+1 C
h
 j   I^r;t (; t+j )
i
= j+1 C
h
 j  
rX
k=0
 j+k 'k(0)
i
: (6.5)
Theorem 6.1. Let u solve the problem (1.1) with the parabolic operator M
satisfying (1.2) and Condition 2.1, and U j solve the corresponding semidiscrete prob-
lem (6.2). Then for m = 1; : : : ;M , one has (3.1) with # = ~   Ir+1;t ~ , the constants
C1 = C
 1
 maxs2[0;1] j
R s
0
r+1() dj and C2 = C 1 maxs2[0;1] jr+1(s)j, and the nota-
tion (6.1), (6.3), (6.5).
Proof. First, note that (6.2a) is equivalent toZ tj+1
tj

@t ~U + I^r;t 

'k
  t tj
j+1

dt = 0 for k = 0; : : : ; r: (6.6)
This is easily checked by getting @t[ ~U   U ] from the rst relation in (6.3), and then
noting that
R tj+1
tj
@t
 r+1  t tjj+1 	 'k  t tjj+1  dt = 'k(0) (the latter is easily obtained
using integration by parts and the fact that
R tj+1
tj
p(t) dt = 0 for any polynomial p of
degree 2r vanishing at the Radau points).
Next, note that (6.6) yields @t ~U + I^r;t = 0 (as this function is a polynomial of
degree r on [tj ; tj+1]). Now, as M ~U = @t ~U + ~ and Mu = 0, while ~ = Ir+1;t ~ + #,
so
M ~U  Mu = @t+ #;  :=
Z t
tj
[Ir+1;t ~   I^r;t ] dt for t 2 [tj ; tj+1]:
It should be noted that by virtue of (6.4), the function  is continuous in time (this
follows from r+1 vanishing at the Radau points). Furthermore,  satises the bounds
(5.6) with 18 and
1
2 respectively replaced by C1 and C2, while (; t+m 1) = 0. The
desired bound for Um u(; tm) = [ ~U  u](; tm) is then obtained by an application of
Lemma 2.3.
Remark 6.2. Similarly to Remark 3.1, the quantity jj j in (3.1) approximates
 r+2j j@r+2t u(; tj)j, so Theorem 6.1 gives an a posteriori error estimate of order r+2.
6.1. Particular case dG(1). For r = 1, the Radau points AR = f13 ; 1g are
used, so (6.2) is equivalent to2
U j+1   U j + 14 j+1
 
3 j+1=3 +  j+1

= 0; (6.7a)
U j+1=3   U j + 112 j+1
 
5 j+1=3    j+1 = 0: (6.7b)
Furthermore, a calculation using (6.1), (6.5) yields 2(s) = 3(s 1)(s  13 ) and C = 6,
and also
I2;t ~ =  
j+1   f j+1    j+1=3g  32
  tj+1 t
j+1

+ j+1  16  1j+1 2
  t tj
j+1

; (6.8)
2This is, in fact, an implicit two-stage Runge-Kutta method of order 3. The functions Uj+1=3
and Uj+1 obtained from (6.7) give and third-order approximations to u at the time levels tj+1=3
and tj+1 respectively.
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where j+1 = 3j+1 @
2
t (I2;t
~ ) is given by
j+1 = 3j+1 (2 
j   3 j+1=3 +  j+1): (6.9)
Note that ~U is generated similarly to I2;t ~ by an application of the interpolant I2;t
to the approximate solutions fU j ; U j+1=3; U j+1g.
Corollary 6.3 (dG(1)). For the semidiscrete method (6.7), the statement of
Theorem 6.1 is valid with the notation (6.8), (6.9) and C1 =
2
81 , C2 =
1
6 .
Remark 6.4 (Computability). The computation of the right-hand side in the
estimate (3.1) involves computing j+1 of (6.9) for j < m. Note that the terms  j+1=3
and  j+1, which appear in (6.9), can be explicitly represented using (6.7).
6.2. Application to a general t-independent operator L and the model
problem (1.3). Suppose that the coecients of the linear elliptic operator L(t) are
independent of the variable t; we shall highlight this case by using the special notation
L := L for this operator.
Recall that the estimator of Theorem 6.1 (as well as Corollary 6.3) involves # =
~   Ir+1;t ~ , with ~ = L ~U + f(; t; ~U). As Ir+1;t[L ~U ] = L [Ir+1;t ~U ] = L ~U , so
# = f(; t; ~U)  Ir+1;t[f(; t; ~U)]: (6.10)
Note that now # does not involve L and can be bounded using the properties of the
function f . Our ndings are summarized in the following result.
Corollary 6.5. Let the elliptic operator L(t) = L be independent of the vari-
able t; then the statements of Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.3 remain valid with the
simplication (6.10).
Finally, recall that in the model problem (1.3) the elliptic operator L =  "24 is
t-independent, so we apply Corollary 6.5 to this problem.
Corollary 6.6. Under assumption (1.2), the a posteriori error estimates of
Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.3 apply to the model problem (1.3) with the constants
0, 1, 2 from Lemma 2.2, and the simplication (6.10).
7. Elliptic a posteriori error estimators. In this section, we consider a
steady-state version of the abstract parabolic problem (1.1):
Lv + g(; v) = 0 in 
; v = 0 on @
; (7.1)
and its discretizations in the form
Find vh 2 Vh : Lhvh + Ph[g(; vh)] = 0; where Vh := Vh \H10 (
): (7.2a)
Here Vh  C(
) is some nite-element space, and with some interpolation operator
Ih : C(
)! Vh, we use some operators Lh and Ph such that
Lh : H10 (
)! Vh   Ih[g(; 0)];
Phv 2 Vh + Ihv 8 v 2 C(
); Phvh = vh 8 vh 2 Vh:
(7.2b)
Note that as any vh 2 Vh vanishes on @
, so Vh  Ih[g(; 0)] = Vh  Ih[g(; vh)], so the
denition (7.2) is consistent.
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Assumptions. We assume, for any admissible g, that
(i) there exist unique solutions v and vh of problems (7.1) and (7.2), respectively;
(ii) an a posteriori error estimate is available for these solutions in the form
kv   vhk1;
  
 
Vh; vh; g(; vh)

: (7.3)
Note that the availability of elliptic a posteriori error estimates, such as (7.3),
enables one to employ elliptic reconstructions of computed solutions in the a posteriori
error estimation of the related parabolic problems. Moreover, Lh and Ph are not
necessarily needed to be evaluated explicitly to compute the a posteriori estimator
either for the elliptic problem or the parabolic problem.
Remark 7.1 (Relation of g to f). We shall employ the functions g of the type
g(x; v) = f(x; t; v) +  (x) for some xed t and some function  (which approximates
@2t u(x; t)). So problem (7.1) will typically have a unique solution by virtue of (1.2).
Remark 7.2 (Uniqueness Assumption). The uniqueness assumption (i) is not
essential, but simplies the presentation. In fact, one can replace Assumptions (i), (ii)
by the following Alternative Assumption: For each solution vh of problem (7.2),
there exists a solution v of problem (7.1) such that one has (7.3).
To be more specic, the uniqueness assumption is used only in Section 8.2 below
to establish (8.9). Under the Alternative Assumption, u^jh and u
j+
h will be particular
solutions of the two discrete problems in (8.8), for which one then employs appropriate
particular solutions R^j and Rj+ of the two corresponding elliptic problems in (8.7)
such that one can deduce (8.9).
7.1. Elliptic model problem. Many standard nite element discretizations of
elliptic equations (including those with quadrature) allow a representation of type
(7.2). For example, consider a steady-state elliptic version of our model problem (1.3)
posed in a bounded polyhedral domain 
  Rn:
 "24v + g(x; v) = 0 for x 2 
; v = 0 for x 2 @
; @zg(x; z)  2  0: (7.4)
With a nite-element space Vh  C(
) and Vh := Vh \H10 (
), a standard Galerkin
nite element method for this problem can be described by
Find vh 2 Vh : "2 hrvh;rwhi+ hg(; vh); whih = 0 8wh 2 Vh; (7.5)
where h; ih is either exactly the inner product h; i in L2(
), or some quadrature
formula for h; i.
Remark 7.3. The discretization(7.5) is of type(7.2) provided that the Gram ma-
trix hi; jih of the basis fig in Vh is invertible. Then let hLh';whih = "2hr';rwhi
and hPhq; whih = hq; whih, subject to (7.2b), for all ' 2 H10 (
), q 2 C(
), wh 2 Vh.
Suppose, for example, that hqh; whih = hqh; whi for all qh; wh 2 Vh. Then
hLh';whi = "2hr';rwhi and hPhq; whi = hq; whih, subject to (7.2b), for all
' 2 H10 (
), q 2 C(
) and wh 2 Vh. In particular,
(i) if h; ih := h; i (i.e. no quadrature is used), then Ph is the L2 projection;
(ii) if a quadrature of type hq; whih := hIhq; whi is used, where Ih is some interpolation
operator onto Vh, then Ph := Ih.
Remark 7.4. Suppose that one employs a quadrature of lumped-mass type dened
by hq; iih = hIh(qi); 1i = qihi; 1i for all basis functions i of Vh, where q 2 C(
)
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and
P
qii = Ihq. Then again Ph := Ih, but Lhvh :=
P
aii with ai := "
2 hrvh;rii
hi;1i
for interior mesh nodes, and ai :=  [g(; 0)]i for boundary mesh nodes. Consequently,
Lhvh is easily computable for any vh 2 Vh by applying the normalized stiness matrix
to the column vector of nodal values fvh;ig.
We cite elliptic estimators of type (7.3) for particular cases of (7.4) and (7.5) in
Appendix A (both for " = 1 and " 1).
8. Summary of results for fully discrete methods. Computability. In
this section we describe our results for full discretizations of the abstract parabolic
problem (1.1) satisfying (1.2) and Condition 2.1. To fully discretize this problem,
we apply a spatial discretization of type (7.2) to the semidsicrete backward Euler,
Crank-Nicolson and discontinuous Galerkin methods as follows.
A nite-element space V j+1h  C(
) and a computed solution uj+1h 2 V j+1h :=
V j+1h \ H10 (
) are associated with the time level tj+1, while an auxiliary computed
solution u^jh 2 H10 (
) is associated with the time level t+j (this is indicated by the
hat notation; typically, either u^jh 2 V jh or u^jh 2 V j+1h ). A full discretization is then
obtained from a semidiscretization using operators Lh(t) and Pj+1h , for which, in
agreement with (7.2b), with some interpolation operator Ij+1h onto V
j+1
h , we assume
that
Lh(t) : H10 (
)! V j+1h   Ij+1h [f(; t; 0)] for t 2 (tj ; tj+1];
Pj+1h v 2 V j+1h + Ij+1h v 8 v 2 C(
); Pj+1h vh = vh 8 vh 2 V j+1h :
(8.1)
Note two particular cases of interest for the auxiliary computed solution u^jh:
Case A: u^jh := I
j+1
 u
j
h; I
j+1
 : V
j
h ! V j+1h ) Pj+1h u^jh = u^jh; (8.2a)
Case B: u^jh := u
j
h ) u^jh 2 V jh ; uj+1h 2 V j+1h : (8.2b)
Here, in Case A, u^jh is obtained by applying some linear interpolation operator I
j+1

to ujh, for which it is assumed that I
j+1
 wh = wh for all wh 2 V j+1h . To dene Ij+1 ,
one may employ, e.g., the standard Lagrange interpolation or the L2 projection. Note
that if V jh  V j+1h , then Cases A and B are identical.
For m = 1; : : : ;M , we give a posteriori error estimates of the typeumh   u(; tm)1;
  0 e 2tmu0h   '1;

+ (1 `m + 2) max
j=1;:::;m 1
n
C1
jh1;
 + C1 jo
+ C2 0
mh 1;
 + (C20 + 1) m
+ 0
mX
j=1
Z tj
tj 1
e 
2(tm s) #h(; s)1;
 ds
+ 0
m 1X
j=1
e 
2(tm tj)u^jh   ujh1;
 : (8.3)
The quantities that appear in this estimate are specied by Theorems 9.2, 10.3
and 11.4 below, and can be summarized as follows:
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p j+1h C1 C2 C

1 C

2 A
backward Euler 1 uj+1h   u^jh 1 2 1 1 f1g
Crank-Nicolson 2 j+1( 
j+1
h    ^jh) 18 12 2 3 f0+; 1g
dG(1)-Radau 3 3j+1(2 ^
j
h   3 j+1=3h +  j+1h ) 281 16 53 10 f0+; 13 ; 1g
Here for the evaluation of j+1h we use  ^
j
h and  
j+
h that satisfy (similarly to (3.2))
Pj+1h  ^jh = Lh(t+j ) u^jh + Pj+1h [f(; tj ; u^jh)]; (8.4a)
Pj+1h  j+h = Lh(tj+)uj+h + Pj+1h [f(; tj+; uj+h )]; (8.4b)
where  takes values from Anf0+g, for which the computed solution uj+h is available
from the denition of the method, while for  = 0+ we use u^jh and  ^
j
h. Note that in
Case A of (8.2a), relations (8.4) simplify using  ^jh = Pj+1h  ^jh and  j+h = Pj+1h  j+h .
The quantity j in (8.3) is related to the error due to the spatial discretization
used; it is dened using the elliptic estimator  from (7.3) by
j+1 := 
 
V j+1h ; u
j+1
h ; g
j+1(; uj+1h )

if A = f1g; (8.5a)
i.e. for the backward Euler method, and, otherwise, by
j+1 := max
n

 
V j+1h ; u^
j
h; g^
j(; u^jh)

; max
2Anf0+g

 
V j+1h ; u
j+
h ; g
j+(; uj+h )
o
; (8.5b)
where
g^j(; v) := f(; tj ; v)   ^jh; gj+(; v) := f(; tj+; v)   j+h : (8.5c)
The quantity #h is similar to # in (3.1), but involves the so-called elliptic recon-
struction of the computed solution, so we defer the denition and estimation of this
quantity to Sections 8.2 and 8.3. The constants C1 and C2 in (8.3) are the same as
in the estimate (3.1) for the corresponding semidiscrete method.
Remark 8.1 (Interpolation-type estimates). Similarly to Remarks 3.1 and 3.2
for the semidiscrete methods, the quantity jjhj in (8.3) approximates pj j@pt u(; tj)j;
consequently, (8.3) gives an a posteriori error estimate of order p with p = 1; 2 and 3
for the backward Euler, Crank-Nicolson and dG(1) methods, respectively.
Remark 8.2. The nal term in the error estimate (8.3) vanishes when one has
u^jh = u
j
h for all j = 1; : : : ;M , i.e. in Case B of (8.2), and also in Case A if the
mesh is not coarsened. Note also that in some cases the nal term in (8.3) can be
improved to (9.14); see Remark 9.3, which applies to the backward Euler, as well as
to the Crank-Nicolson and dG(r) methods.
8.1. Computability of jh and 
j in the a posteriori error estimate (8.3).
For the backward Euler method we shall use (see Remark 9.1 on  j+1h )
j+1h = u
j+1
h   u^jh;  j+1h =  
uj+1h   u^jh
j+1
; gj+1(; uj+1h ) = f(; tj+1; uj+1h )   j+1h ;
(8.6)
where the relation for gj+1 agrees with (8.5c). As uj+1j and u^
j
h are available during
the computation process, so j+1h and 
j+1 of (8.5a) are easily explicitly computable.
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For the Crank-Nicolson and dG(1) methods, the computability of jh and 
j
of (8.5), being somewhat less straightforward, reduces to the availability of  ^jh. Indeed,
for the Crank-Nicolson method, one can explicitly represent  j+1h (by means of (10.4)
assuming that  ^jh is available), while for the dG(1) method,  
j+1=3
h and  
j+1
h are
explicitly computable (by means of (11.3a)). So, if  ^jh is available, one can indeed
explicitly compute j+1h and 
j+1.
We now briey discuss possible approaches to the computation of  ^jh when applied
to the model problem (1.3) in Case A of (8.2). In this case, u^jh 2 V j+1h and (8.4a)
simplies to  ^jh = Lh(t+j ) u^jh + Pj+1h [f(; tj ; u^jh)], so it may help the reader to recall
Remarks7.3 and 7.4; see also Remark A.1. (For Case B, we give Remark 8.3 below.)
(i) Suppose V jh = V
j+1
h . Then, by (8.4) combined with  
j+1
h = Pj+1h  j+1h , one
enjoys  ^jh =  
j
h, where  
j
h has already been computed.
(ii) Suppose that Pj+1h is associated with a lumped-mass quadrature hq; iih.
Then, as described in Remark 7.4, Pj+1h = Ij+1h is some interpolation operator onto
V j+1h , while Lh(t+j ) u^jh is easily computable for any u^jh 2 V j+1h by applying the nor-
malized stiness matrix to the column vector of nodal values fu^jh;ig. Consequently,
the computation of  ^jh using the right-hand side in (8.4a) involves only explicit com-
putations.
(iii) In the general case, the computation of  ^jh by means of the right-hand side
in (8.4a) involves an application of Lh(t+j ) and Pj+1h . Note that Remark 7.3 implies
that, roughly speaking, Lh(t+j )vh for any vh 2 V j+1h can be obtained by an application
of M 1j+1Kj+1 to the column vector of nodal values fvh;ig, where Mj+1 is the mass
matrix and Kj+1 is the stiness matrix associated with the time level tj+1. Such
computations may be expensive.
Note also that, in some cases, an inversion of the mass matrix may be entirely
avoided as follows. Suppose  ^jh   wh is involved in the estimator with some function
wh, and an inversion of M :=Mj+1 is required to compute  ^
j
h. Then one can instead
use the bound
 ^jh wh1;
  kM 1k1 M( ^jh wh)1;
, where kM 1k1 denotes
the associated matrix norm (which may be bounded a priori). As M ^jh is explicitly
computable (using an application of the normalized stiness matrix to the column
vector of nodal values associated with u^jh), all the computations become explicit.
Remark 8.3 (Case B). In case (8.2b) with V jh * V
j+1
h , for the Crank-Nicolson
method,  ^jh is not given by the right-hand side in (8.4a), so  
j+1
h and  ^
j
h are computed
by means of (10.3), using the above items (ii) or (iii) in the computation of  j+1h . For
the dG(1) method in this case, one can use  ^jh =  
j
h by virtue of Remark 11.3.
8.2. Elliptic Reconstruction. Denition of #h. In our error analysis for
fully discrete methods, we employ the elliptic reconstruction of the computed
solution, which was introduced in the recent papers [22, 19, 6] as a counterpart of the
Ritz-projection in the a posteriori error estimation for parabolic problems.
We associate elliptic reconstructions R^j with the time level t+j , and R
j+ for
 2 Anf0+g with the time level tj+. They are dened, using g^j and gj+ of (8.5c),
as the unique solutions in H10 (
) \ C(
) of the elliptic problems
L(tj) R^j + g^j(x; R^j) = 0; L(tj+)Rj+ + gj+(x;Rj+) = 0: (8.7)
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Note that (8.7) describes two versions of the elliptic problem (7.1) with L := L(tj),
g := g^j , and with L := L(tj+), g := gj+, and exact solutions R^j and Rj+,
respectively. Furthermore, the numerical method (7.2), using the nite element space
V j+1h , applied to these two problems yields
Lh(t+j ) R^jh + Pj+1h [g^j(x; R^jh)] = 0; Lh(tj+)Rj+h + Pj+1h

gj+(x;Rj+h )

= 0:
(8.8)
We have assumed that solutions of these two discrete problems are unique. Thus,
R^jh = u^
j
h and R
j+
h = u
j+
h . This is easily checked by combining (8.8) with the
denitions of g^j and gj+ in (8.5c), and then using (8.4). Consequently, applying the
elliptic a posteriori error estimate (7.3) to the exact solutions R^j and Rj+ and the
corresponding computed solutions u^jh and u
j+
h , and recalling 
j+1 of (8.5), one gets
kR^j   u^jhk1;
  j+1 if 0+ 2 A; kRj+   uj+h k1;
  j+1 for  2 Anf0+g:
(8.9)
Next, similarly to ~U , ~ and # of Section 3, we dene a piecewise-polynomial ~R,
and then ~ R and #h by
~R := Ip 1;tR; ~ R := L(t) ~R+ f(; t; ~R); #h := ~ R   Ip 1;t ~ R: (8.10)
Here Ip 1;t is a piecewise-polynomial interpolation operator of degree p  1 using the
interpolation points ftj+;  2 Ag on each (tj ; tj+1] (the dierence between Ip 1;t and
Ip 1;t is that now we use the interpolation point t+j rather than tj , while I

0;t = I0;t).
Note that by virtue of (8.7), (8.5c), the denition of ~ R in (8.10) implies that
~ R(; t+j ) =  ^jh if 0+ 2 A; ~ R(; tj+) =  j+h for  2 Anf0+g: (8.11)
8.3. Estimation of #h. We now briey discuss possible approaches to the es-
timation of #h in the case of a t-independent L, which includes the model prob-
lem (1.3). Then #h of (8.10) simplies to
#h = #f; ~R := f(; t; ~R)  Ip 1;t[f(; t; ~R)]: (8.12)
Remark 8.4 (Backward Euler). For the backward Euler method, ~R = Rj so
(8.12) simplies to #h = #f; ~R = f(; t; Rj)  f(; tj ; Rj) for t 2 (tj 1; tj ]. As #f; ~R
involves the elliptic reconstruction Rj, which is unavailable during the computation
process, instead one can use #f;~uh (where ~uh = u
j
h), which can be estimated by sam-
pling (it suces to use a few values of t on each interval (tj 1; tj ]. Note that the
discrepancy of #f; ~R from #f;~uh can be easily estimated. E.g., for t 2 (tj 1; tj ], we
have [#f; ~R   #f;~uh ](; t)1;
  j sup
(tj 1;tj ]R
@zf(; t; z)  @zf(; tj ; z)1;

 j j sup
(tj 1;tj ]R
@t@zf(; t; z)1;
;
where we used (8.9), and j is computed using (8.5a). In fact, if j@t@zf j  C, then
the discrepancy k[#f; ~R #f;~uh ](; t)k1;
 between #f; ~R and #f;~uh becomes O(j j), i.e.
negligible compared with the terms j that explicitly appear in (8.3).
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Remark 8.5 (Crank-Nicolson and dG(1)). In general, for the estimation of #f; ~R
in (8.12), one can use #f;~uh , with ~uh := I

p 1;tuh, which can be estimated by sampling,
as one expects #f; ~R  #f;~uh . For example, if j@zf j  Cf for some constant Cf , using#f; ~R   #f;~uh   f(; t; ~uh)  f(; t; ~R)+ Ip;t[f(; t; ~uh)  f(; t; ~R);
one easily gets a very crude bound k[#f;R   #f;~uh ](; t)k1;
  CCf j+1 for t 2
(tj ; tj+1], with C = 2 for the Crank-Nicolson method and C = 103 for the dG(1)
method. Furthermore, in some special cases (e.g., if f is linear in the third argument)
one can, in fact, get a sharper bound of type k[#f; ~R   #f;I~uh ](; t)k1;
  C j+1 j+1
for t 2 (tj ; tj+1], with some constant C. Then the discrepancy between #f; ~R and #f;~uh
becomes negligible compared with the terms j+1 that already appear in (8.3).
9. Fully discrete backward Euler method. Consider a fully discrete back-
ward Euler method for the model problem (1.3), obtained by applying the spatial
discretization (7.5) to a version of the semidiscrete backward Euler method (4.1):
Find ujh 2 V jh : "2

rujh;rwh+ 
f(; tj ; ujh) + t ujh; whh = 0 8wh 2 V jh ; (9.1)
for j = 1; : : : ;M , where h; ih is either exactly the inner product h; i in L2(
), or
some quadrature formula for h; i.
The term t u
j
h approximates @tu and is dened by
t u
j
h :=
ujh   u^j 1h
j
; where u^0h := u
0
h: (9.2a)
The operator t is identical with t of (4.1b) for j = 1, while for j > 1 it involves the
intermediate computed solution u^j 1h 2 H10 (
) that we associate with the time level
t+j 1, for which we note possible choices (8.2).
Note that the full discretization (9.1) can be represented as
Ljh ujh + Pjh [f(; tj ; ujh) + t ujh] = 0 (9.2b)
with Ljh := Lh(tj) and Pjh subject to (8.1). For some particular cases of h; ih, the
operators Ljh and Pjh are dened as in Remarks 7.3 and 7.4 only using V jh instead
of Vh. Furthermore, (9.2b) can be considered a full discretization of the abstract
parabolic problem (1.1) obtained by applying a spatial discretization of type (7.2) to
the semidiscrete problem (4.1).
Note that by virtue of (8.1), Ljh ujh 2 V jh   Ijh[f(; tj ; 0)], while as both ujh and
t u
j
h vanish on @
, so
V jh   Ijh[f(; tj ; 0)] coincides with V jh   Ijh[f(; tj ; ujh) + t ujh],
so the denition (9.2) is consistent.
9.1. A posteriori error estimate using a piecewise-constant elliptic re-
construction. To estimate the error of the fully discrete backward Euler method
(9.2), set A := f1g (i.e. always use j +  = j + 1) and recall the elliptic reconstruc-
tions Rj dened for j = 1; : : : ;M by (8.7). This denition involves gj , which in its
turn involves  jh =  t ujh, both dened in (8.6).
Remark 9.1. By (9.2b),  jh =  t ujh implies Pjh  jh = Ljh ujh + Pjh [f(; tj ; ujh)],
i.e.  jh satises (8.4b). (In Case A of (8.2), this relation simplies using Pjh  jh =  jh.)
Consequently, Rj satises (8.9) with A := f1g.
We now give an a posteriori error estimate for the fully discrete method (9.2).
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Theorem 9.2. Let u solve the problem (1.1), (1.2) with the parabolic operatorM
satisfying Condition 2.1, ujh solve the discrete problem (9.2). Then for m = 1; : : : ;M ,
one has (8.3) with j and jh dened by (8.5a), (8.6), C1 = 1, C2 = 2, C

1 = C

2 = 1,
and a regular function #h dened, for t 2 (tj 1; tj ], j = 1; : : : ;M , by
#h(; t) = ~ R(; t)  ~ R(; tj); ~ R(; t) = L(t)Rj + f(; t; Rj) for t 2 (tj 1; tj ]: (9.3)
Here Rj is the elliptic reconstruction dened by (8.7), (8.6) using A := f1g.
Theorem 9.2. The statement of Theorem 9.2 is valid with the terms kjhk1;

and kmh k1;
 in (8.3) respectively replaced by kujh uj 1h k1;
 and kumh  um 1h k1;
,
and also e 
2(tm tj) replaced by e 
2(tm tj+1).
We rst give a proof of Theorem 9.2, and then generalize it to prove
Therorem 9.2.
Proof of Theorem 9.2. In view of Remark 9.1, kRj   ujhk1;
  j , so to get the
desired bound of type (8.3) for umh   u(; tm), it suces to obtain a bound of type
(8.3) for Rm   u(; tm) only with (C20 + 1) replaced by C20 = 0, and then apply
the triangle inequality. So we focus on estimating Rm   u(; tm).
We partially imitate the proof of Theorem 4.1. Let I1;tuh be a standard piecewise-
linear interpolant of ujh in time:
I1;tuh(; t) := tj tj u
j 1
h +
t tj 1
j
ujh for t 2 [tj 1; tj ]; j = 1; : : : ;M: (9.4)
Furthermore, we dene a piecewise-constant interpolant ~R of Rj in time by
~R(; t) := Rj for t 2 (tj 1; tj ]; j = 1 : : : ;M ; ~R(; 0) := R1; (9.5)
(so ~R is continuous on [t0; t1]; compare with ~U of (4.4)). The temporal derivative @t ~R
is understood in the sense of distributions, while @t(I1;tuh) is a regular function.
Note that with our denition of ~R, the functions in (9.3) are identical with those
in (8.10) (using p = 1), so we also enjoy the observation (8.11), which can be rewritten
as ~ R(; tj) =  jh =  t ujh. Combining this with (9.3) yields ~ R = #h   t ujh, so
@t(I1;tuh) + ~ R = #h + # in Q; (9.6)
where # is a regular function dened by
#(; t) := @t(I1;tuh)  t ujh for t 2 (tj 1; tj ]: (9.7)
As M ~R = @t ~R+ ~ R and Mu = 0, so (9.6) yields
M ~R Mu = @t[ ~R  I1;tuh] + [#h + #] in Q:
Now the desired bound of type (8.3) for Rm   u(; tm) = [ ~R   u](; tm) only with
(C20 + 1) replaced by C

20 = 0, is obtained by an application of Lemma 2.3 with
 := ~R  I1;tuh and # := #h + #, using the following three observations. First, note
that
[ ~R  u  ](; 0) = R1   '  (R1   u0h) = u0h   ': (9.8)
Next, for t 2 (tj 1; tj ], we have  = Rj   ujh + tj tj (u
j
h   uj 1h ). Thus,
jj  jRj   ujhj+ jujh   uj 1h j and j j@tj = jujh   uj 1h j; (9.9)
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where kRj   ujhk1;
  j . Finally, (9.7) combined with (9.2a), (9.4) implies that
#(; t) = 1j (u^
j 1
h   uj 1h ) for t 2 (tj 1; tj ]. Therefore,Z tj+1
tj
e 
2(tm s) #(; s)1;
 ds  e 2(tm tj+1)u^jh   ujh1;
; (9.10)
where u^0h u0h = 0. The three observations (9.8), (9.9), (9.10) yield the required bound
for kRm   u(; tm)k1;
.
Proof of Theorem 9.2. We imitate the proof of Theorem 9.2, only I1;tuh of (9.4)
is replaced everywhere by the piecewise-continuous interpolant
I1;tuh(; t) := tj tj u^
j 1
h +
t tj 1
j
ujh for t 2 (tj 1; tj ]; j = 1; : : : ;M; (9.11)
with I1;tuh(; 0) := u^0h = u0h. Furthermore, # is dened not by (9.7), but by
#(; t) := @t(I1;tuh)  t ujh = [u^j 1h   uj 1h ] (t  t+j 1) for t 2 (tj 1; tj ]; (9.12)
where () is the one-dimensional Dirac -distribution. (Note that u^0h = u0h and the
right-continuity convention at t = 0 imply that # = 0 on [0; t1].) So instead of (9.10)
we useZ tm
0
e 
2(tm s) #(; s)1;
 ds  m 1X
j=1
e 
2(tm tj)u^jh   ujh1;
 : (9.13)
The required bound for Rm   u(; tm) = [ ~R  u](; tm) is again obtained by an appli-
cation of Lemma 2.3 only with  := ~R   I1;tuh, for which we have a version of (9.9)
with uj 1h replaced by u^
j 1
h .
Remark 9.3 (Improved mesh-coarsening term). In some cases the coarsening
term that appears in the nal line of (8.3) can be improved to the form
3 `(; t) max
j=1;:::;m 1

 1j kH2j #jk1;

	
; where #j = uj 1h   u^j 1h ; (9.14)
with Hj representing the local mesh size associated with V jh . This version of (8.3) is
easily obtained by an application of Lemma 2.3 using # from (9.12) provided one has
a version of Lemma 2.2 for spatial derivatives of the Green's function. Indeed, let u^j 1h
be the L2 projection of u
j 1
h onto
V jh . Then huj 1h  u^j 1h ; jhi = 0 for any  jh 2 V jh . So
choosing  jh = I
j
h (; tj), it suces to show that kH 2j f (; tj)   jhgk1;
  3 Ctm tj .
The desired result follows if one has k (; tj)kW 21 (
)  3 Ctm tj . The latter bound is
crucial in this argument; it involves the spatial derivatives of   and can be obtained
from [7, (2.2)] if L =  4+1 in a smooth domain and f = f(x; t), with an unspecied
3 = O(1); and from [16, (2.18b)] if L =  "2@2x1u+ a(x1), with 3 = O(" 2).
It is important to note that 3 = O(" 2) (as, by (2.2a), 4  = " 2[ @s + a] ;
see also [16]). So in the singularly perturbed regime " 1, the mesh-coarsening term
(9.14) may be considerably larger than the original nal term in (8.3). Whether the
latter is sharp is still an open question (see [17] for preliminary numerical results).
Note also that, unless the mesh is coarsened a nite number of times, the choice
of appropriate strategies for mesh coarsening/updating remains a very delicate issue
even in the regular regime; see the counterexample in [8, Section 4].
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9.2. Model problem (1.3): regular regime. Let u solve the problem (1.3)
with " = 1,   0, posed in a bounded polyhedral spatial domain 
  Rn, n = 2; 3,
and ujh solve the discrete problem (9.1) with V
j
h and h; ih dened, for each time level
tj , as in xA.1. To be more specic, we let T jh be a conforming and shape-regular
triangulation of 
 made of elements T , V jh be the space of continuous piecewise
polynomial nite element functions of degree l  1, and V jh := V jh \H10 (
). We then
employ a quadrature formula h';wih :=
P
T2T jh QT ('w), as described in xA.1.
Corollary 9.4. Let the above numerical method be applied to problem (1.3)
with " = 1,   0. Then the a posteriori error estimates of Theorems 9.2 and 9.2
are valid with #h simplied to (8.12) and estimated as described in Remark 8.4, and
j := 0
 
V jh ; u
j
h; f(; tj ; ujh) + t ujh

for j = 1; : : : ;M;
where 0 is dened in (A.1).
Remark 9.5. The backward Euler method for a linear version of (1.3) with " = 1
was considered in [9, 3, 6, 7], in Case B of (8.2), equivalent to Case A with u^j 1h being
the L2 projection of u
j 1
h onto
V jh . The a posteriori error estimate of Corollary 9.4
resembles (but is not identical with) the ones of [9, (1.13)] and [3] in that it involves
terms such as jujh uj 1h j, that may be interpreted as approximating j j@tuj. Note also
that [9, (1.13)] is given without proof, and does not appear to be proved elsewhere.
The proofs in [3] invoke bounds of temporal and spatial derivatives of a generalized
parabolic Green's function in the L1(
) norm and appear fairly complicated compared
to our approach (we also discuss [3] in Remarks 9.9 and 11.7 below).
By contrast, the a posteriori error estimates of [6, 7] include terms (denoted by
j jgj gj 1j in [6]) that may be interpreted as approximating the quantity j j@2t u+: : : j,
which seems less suitable for a rst-order method in time.
The mesh-coarsening terms in [9, 7] are similar to (9.14).
9.3. Model problem (1.3): singularly perturbed regime in one dimen-
sion. Now, consider "  1. Let u solve (1.3) with " 2 (0; 1],  > 0, posed in the
domain 
 := (0; 1). Let uh solve the discrete problem (9.1) with V
j
h and h; ih dened,
for each time level tj , as described in xA.2. So we use the space V jh of continuous
piecewise-linear nite element functions on an arbitrary nonuniform mesh

xji
	N
i=1
with 0 = xj0 < x
j
1 <    < xjN = 1 under absolutely no mesh regularity assumptions.
Two choices (A.2a) and (A.2b) of h; ih are discussed in xA.2, both should now use
the piecewise-linear interpolant Ih := I
j
h onto V
j
h .
Corollary 9.6. 3 Let the above numerical method be applied to problem (1.3)
with " 2 (0; 1],  > 0, 
 := (0; 1). Then the a posteriori error estimates of Theo-
rems 9.2 and 9.2 are valid with #h simplied to (8.12) and estimated as described in
Remark 8.4, and
j := "
 
V jh ; f(; tj ; ujh) + t ujh

for j = 1; : : : ;M;
where " is dened in (A.4), with Ih replaced by I
j
h.
We also refer the reader to a recent paper [16], where we obtain a similar, but
slightly sharper result by using a more intricate direct analysis that invokes sharp
bounds of the spatial derivatives of the parabolic Green's function.
3By plugging the elliptic estimators of [15, 4] into (8.3), one can extend this corollary to equation
(1.3) in two and three dimensions.
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Remark 9.7. The a posteriori error estimators of Corollary 9.6 are robust.
Indeed, the only terms in (8.3) that involve the small parameter " are the spatial
estimators j, whose robustness can be discussed similarly to the steady-state case; see
Remark A.2 below. In fact, this remark applies to j with g = f(; tj ; ujh)+ t ujh and
v replaced by u(; tj). So j involves " 2h2i jIhgj, which approximates h2i j@2xu(; tj)j,
and also " 1h2i j@x(Ihg)j, which approximates " j@3xu(; tj)j and has similar magnitude
to h2i j@2xu(; tj)j in the layer regions.
Furthermore, the numerical results in [16, x4 with Remark 3.2] show that at least
on a xed layer-adapted mesh, our estimator is quite ecient independently of ".
Remark 9.8. Consider the ingredient kg  Ijhgk1;
 in the spatial estimator j
of Corollary 9.6 for Cases A and B of (8.2). In Case A, one has t u
j
h   Ijh[t ujh] = 0,
hence kg Ijhgk1;
 simplies to kf(; tj ; ujh) Ijhf(; tj ; ujh)k1;
. In Case B, the nal
term in (8.3) vanishes. However, g   Ijhg again involves f(; tj ; ujh)   Ijhf(; tj ; ujh)
and, furthermore, t u
j
h   Ijh[t ujh] =   1j (u
j 1
h   Ijh[uj 1h ]).
Interestingly, Case A and Case B with Ij := I
j
h are identical, but, in view of the
above, yield dierent error estimators. Note that one seems to get a sharper estimator
when this method is interpreted as Case A with Ij := I
j
h.
Remark 9.9. The backward Euler method for equation (1.3) with " 1 is a par-
ticular case of a singularly perturbed convection-reaction-diusion equation considered
in [3]; however the a posteriori estimate for this equation in [3] is not robust as, e.g., it
involves the term " 1maxj kujh uj 1h k1;
 (rather than maxj kujh  u^j 1h k1;
, which
appears in our estimator).
Similarly, the a posteriori error estimates [2] for a singularly perturbed Allen-
Cahn equation (given in the weaker L1(L2) norm) involve negative powers of " in
various terms. Note that the analysis in [2] invokes elliptic reconstructions for a
semilinear parabolic equation, but in contrast to our denition (8.7), they are dened
as solutions to linear Laplace equations. It should also be noted that the results of this
paper do not directly apply to the Allen-Cahn equation because of the monotonicity
assumption (1.2), which is essential in our estimation of the Green's function. If (1.2)
is replaced with j@zf(x; t; z)j  2, then in some cases, our results can be extended
(see [16, Remark 2.2]), only the error estimate will involve additional factors of type
e
2tm (which, however, become unbounded if long-term computations are required).
10. Fully discrete Crank-Nicolson method. Consider a fully discrete Crank-
Nicolson method for (1.3), obtained by applying the spatial discretization (7.5) to the
semidiscrete problem (5.1): Find ujh 2 V jh such that
"2


1
2r(u^j 1h + ujh);rwh

+


1
2 [f(; tj 1; u^j 1h ) + f(; tj ; ujh)] + t ujh; wh

h
= 0;
(10.1)
8wh 2 V jh , j = 1; : : : ;M , where h; ih is either exactly the inner product h; i in L2(
),
or some quadrature formula for h; i. Here a computed solution ujh 2 V jh := V jh\H10 (
)
and an auxiliary computed solution u^j 1h 2 H10 (
) are respectively associated with
the time levels tj and t
+
j 1 (the latter is reected in the hat notation).
The term t u
j
h approximates @tu and is identical with (9.2a):
t u
j
h :=
ujh   u^j 1h
j
; where u^0h := u
0
h: (10.2a)
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The operator t is identical with t of (5.1b) for j = 1, while for j > 1 it involves
u^j 1h 2 H10 (
), for which we note possible choices (8.2).
Note that the full discretization (10.1) can be represented as
Pjh

t u
j
h

+ 12
 L^j 1h u^j 1h + Ljh ujh+ 12 Pjhf(; tj 1; u^j 1h ) + f(; tj ; ujh) = 0 (10.2b)
with L^j 1h := Lh(t+j 1), Ljh := Lh(tj) and Pjh subject to (8.1). For some particular
cases of h; ih, the operators Ljh and Pjh are dened as in Remarks 7.3 and 7.4 only
using V jh instead of Vh. Furthermore, (10.2) can be considered a full discretization for
the abstract parabolic problem (1.1) obtained by applying a spatial discretization of
type (7.2) to the semidiscrete problem (5.1).
Note that by virtue of (8.1), L^j 1h u^j 1h 2 V jh   Ih[f(; tj 1; 0)] and Ljh ujh 2 V jh  
Ih[f(; tj ; 0)], while for any w 2 H10 (
) one has V jh Ih[f(; tk; 0)] = V jh Ih[f(; tk; w)].
As we also have t u
j
h 2 H10 (
), so the denition (10.2b) is consistent.
10.1. A posteriori error estimate using piecewise-linear elliptic recon-
structions. To estimate the error of the fully discrete Crank-Nicolson method (10.2),
set A := f0+; 1g and recall the elliptic reconstructions R^j 1 and Rj dened for
j = 1; : : : ;M by (8.7). These denitions involve g^j 1 and gj , dened in (8.5c),
which in their turn involve  ^j 1h and  
j
h that we now dene by
 ^j 1h :=   jh   2t ujh;  jh := Lh(tj)ujh + Pjh[f(; tj ; ujh)]: (10.3)
Note that the rst relation here yields
t u
j
h +
1
2
 
 ^j 1h +  
j
h

= 0: (10.4)
Remark 10.1. The denition of  jh in (10.3) implies  
j
h 2 V jh so Pjh jh =  jh
so  jh satises (8.4b). Next,  ^
j 1
h of (10.3) satises Pjh ^j 1h =   jh   2Pjh[t ujh]
for any u^j 1 2 H10 (
), which, in view of (10.2b), yields Pjh ^j 1h = Lh(t+j 1) u^j 1h +
Pjh[f(; tj 1; u^j 1h )], i.e.  ^j 1h satises (8.4a). Therefore R^j 1 and Rj satisfy (8.9).
Remark 10.2. Theorem 10.3 and further results of this section remain valid
for any pair  ^j 1h ;  
j
h that satisfy (8.4) and (10.4). For example, alternatively to
the denition of  jh in (10.3), one can use  
j
h := Lh(tj)ujh + f(; tj ; ujh), but this
modication does not seem to improve the computability of  jh.
To formulate our a posteriori error estimate for uh u, we generalize the piecewise-
linear interpolation I1;t of (5.2) to any left-continuous function w = w(t) by setting
I1;tw(t) =
tj t
j
w(t+j 1) +
t tj 1
j
w(tj) for t 2 (tj 1; tj ]; j = 1; : : : ;M: (10.5)
In a similar manner, we apply the piecewise-linear interpolation I1;t to the elliptic
reconstructions R^j 1 and Rj associated with the time levels t+j 1 and tj , and dene
~R(; t) = tj tj R^j 1+
t tj 1
j
Rj for t 2 (tj 1; tj ]; j = 1; : : : ;M; ~R(; 0) = R^0: (10.6)
Note that we impose that both ~R and I1;tw are right-continuous at t = 0.
Theorem 10.3. Let u solve the problem (1.1), (1.2) with a parabolic operator M
satisfying Condition 2.1, ujh solve the discrete problem (10.2). Then form = 1; : : : ;M ,
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one has (8.3) with jh = j
 
 jh   ^j 1h

using  j and  ^j 1h from (10.3), 
j from (8.5)
with A = f0+; 1g, C1 = 18 , C2 = 12 , C1 = 2, C2 = 3, and #h dened by
#h := ~ R   I1;t ~ R; ~ R := L(t) ~R+ f(; t; ~R) (10.7)
for t 2 [0; T ], with I1;t and ~R from (10.5) and (10.6).
Proof. As Remark 10.1 gives kRj ujhk1;
  j , so to get the desired bound (8.3)
for umh   u(; tm), it suces to obtain a bound of type (8.3) for Rm   u(; tm) =
[ ~R   u](; tm), with (C20 + 1) replaced by C20 = 30, and then apply the triangle
inequality. So we consider ~R  u only.
We partially imitate the proof of Theorem 5.1. For t 2 (tj 1; tj ], one has ~ R =
I1;t ~ R+#h =
1
2
 
 ^j 1h + 
j
h

+ @th+#h, where h :=
R t
tj

I1;t ~ R  12
 
 ^j 1h + 
j
h

dt.
Note that with our denition of ~R, the functions in (10.7) are identical with those in
(8.10) (using p = 2), so we also enjoy the observation (8.11), which can be rewritten
as ~ R(; t+j 1) =  ^j 1h and ~ R(; tj) =  jh. Consequently, we get a version of (5.4):
h = 
 1
j 
j
h
Z t
tj
(t  tj 1=2) dt =   12 (tj  t)(t  tj 1)  2j jh for t 2 [tj 1; tj ]: (10.8)
Combining our ndings with (10.4) yields
t u
j
h +
~ R = @th + #h for t 2 (tj 1; tj ]: (10.9)
Next, we invoke I1;tuh dened by (9.11), for which we have (9.12) and (9.13). As
M ~R = @t ~R+ ~ R and Mu = 0, so (10.9) implies that
M ~R Mu = @t( ~R  I1;tuh) + @th + [#h + #] in Q: (10.10)
Note that here @th is a regular function as h of (10.8) is continuous for t 2 [0; T ].
Now the desired bound of type (8.3) for Rm   u(; tm) = [ ~R  u](; tm), only with
(C20+1) replaced by C

20 = 30, is obtained by an application of Lemma 2.3 to the
equation (10.10) with  := R+h := ( ~R I1;tuh)+h and # := #h+#, using (9.13)
and the following two observations. First, [ ~R u ](; 0) = R^0 '  [(R^0 u0h)+0] =
u0h   '. Second, for t 2 (tj 1; tj ], we have
jRj  jR^j 1   u^j 1h j+ jRj   ujhj  2j ; jhj  18 jjhj;
j j@tRj  jR^j 1   u^j 1h j+ jRj   ujhj  2j ; j j@thj  12 jjhj;
where we used R = ~R  I1;tuh = I1;t(R  uh) combined with Remark 10.1, and also
(10.8). Finally note that j(; t+m 1)j = jR(; t+m 1)j  m and so m is multiplied by
1 + 2 = 3 = C2 . This completes the proof.
10.2. Model problem (1.3): regular regime. Let u solve problem (1.3) with
" = 1,   0, posed in a bounded polyhedral spatial domain 
  Rn, n = 2; 3, and
ujh solve the discrete problem (10.1) with V
j
h and h; ih dened, for each time level tj ,
as in x9.2.
Corollary 10.4. Let the above numerical method be applied to problem (1.3)
with " = 1,   0. Then the a posteriori error estimate of Theorem 10.3 is valid
with #h simplied to (8.12), where p = 2. The denition (8.5b) of 
j+1 uses  := 0,
where 0 is from (A.1).
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10.3. Model problem (1.3): singularly perturbed regime in one dimen-
sion. Now consider the regime of " 1. Let u solve the problem (1.3) with " 2 (0; 1],
 > 0, posed in the domain 
 := (0; 1), and uh solve the discrete problem (10.1) with
V jh and h; ih dened, for each time level tj , as in x9.3.
Corollary 10.5. Let the above numerical method be applied to problem (1.3)
with " 2 (0; 1],  > 0, 
 := (0; 1). Then the a posteriori error estimate of Theo-
rem 10.3 is valid with #h simplied to (8.12) for p = 2. The denition (8.5b) of 
j+1
uses  := " with " dened in (A.4), in which Ih is now replaced by I
j
h.
11. Fully discrete discontinuous Galerkin method dG(1). To simplify
the presentation, in this section we mainly focus on dG(r) with r = 1; for r > 1 see
Remark 11.5. Consider a fully discrete discontinuous Galerkin method dG(1) for (1.3),
obtained by applying the spatial discretization (7.5) to the semidiscrete problem (6.7):
For j = 0; : : : ;M   1, nd uj+1=3h ; uj+1h 2 V j+1h such that
 uj+1h   u^jh
j+1
; wh

h
+ "2


1
4r(3uj+1=3h + uj+1h );rwh

+ 14


3f
j+1=3
h + f
j+1
h ; wh

h
= 0;

 uj+1=3h   u^jh
j+1
; wh

h
+ "2


1
12r(uj+1=3h   uj+1h );rwh

+ 112


5f
j+1=3
h   f j+1h ; wh

h
= 0;
(11.1)
8wh 2 V j+1h , with the notation f j+h := f(; tj+; uj+h ). Here h; ih is either exactly
the inner product h; i in L2(
) or some quadrature formula for h; i. Note possible
choices (8.2) for u^jh.
Note that the full discretization (11.1) can be represented as
Pj+1h

uj+1h   u^jh

+ 14 j+1
 
3	j+1=3 +	j+1

= 0; (11.2a)
Pj+1h

u
j+1=3
h   u^jh

+ 112 j+1
 
5	j+1=3  	j+1 = 0: (11.2b)
where
	j+ := Lh(tj+)uj+h + Pj+1h

f(; tj+; uj+h )

for  2 f 13 ; 1g; (11.2c)
with Lh(t) and Pj+1h subject to (8.1). For some particular cases of h; ih, the operators
Lh(t) and Pj+1h are dened as in Remarks 7.3 and 7.4 only using V j+1h instead of
Vh. Furthermore, (11.2) gives a full discretization of dG(1) type for the abstract
parabolic problem (1.1) obtained by applying a spatial discretization of type (7.2) to
the semidiscrete problem (7.5).
Note that uj+h vanishes on @
, so Ih[f(; tj+; 0)] = Ih[f(; tj+; uj+h )] on @
,
so 	j+ 2 V j+1h for  2 f 13 ; 1g, hence (11.2) is consistent.
11.1. A posteriori error estimate using piecewise-quadratic elliptic re-
constructions. To estimate the error of the fully discrete dG(1) method (11.2), we
partially imitate the arguments of Section 6 for the related semidiscrete method. First,
set A := f0+; 13 ; 1g and recall the elliptic reconstructions R^j , Rj+1=3 and Rj+1 dened
by (8.7). These denitions involve g^j , gj+1=3 and gj+1, dened in (8.5c), which in
their turn involve  ^jh,  
j+1=3
h and  
j+1
h that we now dene by
 
j+1=3
h :=  
uj+1h   u^jh
2j+1
  3u
j+1=3
h   u^jh
2j+1
;  j+1h :=  5
uj+1h   u^jh
2j+1
+ 9
u
j+1=3
h   u^jh
2j+1
; (11.3a)
 ^jh := Lh(t+j ) u^jh + Pj+1h [f(; tj ; u^jh)]: (11.3b)
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Note that (11.3a) implies a version of (11.2):
uj+1h   u^jh + 14 j+1
 
3 
j+1=3
h +  
j+1
h

= 0; (11.4a)
u
j+1=3
h   u^jh + 112 j+1
 
5 
j+1=3
h    j+1h

= 0: (11.4b)
In fact, if u^jh 2 V j+1h (Case A of (8.2a)), then (11.4) and (11.2) are equivalent (and
one has 	j+ =  j+h for  2 f 13 ; 1g).
Remark 11.1. A comparison of (11.4) and (11.2) implies 	j+ = Pj+1h  j+h
for  2 f 13 ; 1g. So, by virtue of (11.2c), one concludes that  j+1=3h and  j+1h satisfy
(8.4b). Next,  ^jh of (11.3b) is in
V j+1h , so  ^
j
h satises (8.4a).Consequently, R^
j, Rj+1=3
and Rj+1 satisfy (8.9) with A := f0+; 13 ; 1g and j+1 of (8.5b).
Remark 11.2. Theorem 11.4 and further results of this section remain valid
for any triple  ^jh;  
j+1=3
h  
j+1
h that satisfy (8.4) and (11.4). For example, one can
replace Pj+1h [f(; tj ; u^jh)] in (11.3b) by f(; tj ; u^jh), but this modication does not seem
to improve the computability of  ^jh.
Remark 11.3 (Case B). In case (8.2b) with u^jh := u
j
h, it is more natural to replace
(11.3b) by  ^jh :=  
j
h (and this makes  ^
j
h easily explicitly computable). Then (8.4a) is
no longer true, but we still enjoy (8.9) provided that we replace 
 
V j+1h ; u^
j
h; g^
j(; u^jh)

in the denition (8.5b) of j+1 by 
 
V jh ; u
j
h; g
j(; ujh)

. Consequently, Theorem 11.4
and further results of this section remain valid for these modications.
To formulate our a posteriori error estimate for uh   u, we generalize the
piecewise-quadratic interpolation I2;t of (6.8) to any left-continuous function
w = w(t) by using the interpolation nodes t+j , tj+1=3 and tj+1, so
I2;tw(0) := w
0; I2;tw(t) := I^1;tw(t) + 3 [2w^
j   3wj+1=3 + wj+1]  16  1j+1 2
  t tj
j+1

;
where I^1;tw(t) := w
j+1   fwj+1   wj+1=3g  32
  tj+1 t
j+1

(11.5)
for t 2 (tj ; tj+1], j = 0; : : : ;M   1, with the notation w^j := w(t+j ) and wj+ :=
w(tj+). By applying I

2;t to the elliptic reconstructions R^
j , Rj+1=3 and Rj+1 associ-
ated with the time levels t+j , tj+1=3 and tj+1, we now dene
~R(; 0) := R^0 = R0; ~R(; t) := I2;tfR^j ; Rj+1=3; Rj+1g for t 2 (0; T ]: (11.6)
Similarly, dene a piecewise-quadratic computed solution in time by
~uh(; 0) := u^0h = u0h; ~uh(; t) := I2;tfu^jh; uj+1=3h ; uj+1h g for t 2 (0; T ]: (11.7)
We are now prepared to formulate our main result for the dG(1) method.
Theorem 11.4. Let u solve the problem (1.1), (1.2) satisfying Condition 2.1, ujh
solve the discrete problem (11.2) with any u^jh 2 H10 (
). Then one has (8.3) with
j+1h := 3j+1 [2 ^
j
h   3 j+1=3h +  j+1h ] (11.8)
using  ^j,  
j+1=3
h and  
j+1
h of (11.3), 
j from (8.5) with A = f0+; 13 ; 1g, the constants
C1 =
2
81 , C2 =
1
6 , C

1 =
5
3 , C

2 = 10, and #h dened by
#h := ~ R   I2;t ~ R; ~ R := L(t) ~R+ f(; t; ~R) (11.9)
for t 2 [0; T ], with I2;t and ~R from (11.5) and (11.6).
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Proof. As Remark 11.1 gives kRj ujhk1;
  j , so to get the desired bound (8.3)
for umh   u(; tm), it suces to obtain a bound of type (8.3) for Rm   u(; tm) =
[ ~R  u](; tm), with (C20 +1) replaced by C20 = 100, and then apply the triangle
inequality. So we consider ~R  u only.
We partially imitate the proof of Theorem 6.1. On each (tj ; tj+1], the function ~uh
is quadratic in time and satises @t~uh + I^1;t h = 0 (where I^1;t is specied in (11.5)).
This relation is a version of @t ~U + I^r;t h = 0 used in the proof of Theorem 6.1, and
can be obtained similarly. Alternatively, it can be checked by a direct calculation
using (11.7), (11.5) and (11.3a).
It is convenient to treat the left-continuous function ~uh of (11.7) as being discon-
tinuous at t+j rather than at tj . Now, letting t 2 (0; T ], one gets
@t~uh + I^1;t h = # in Q: (11.10)
Here the discontinuity of ~uh at t
+
j yielded the term
#(; t) := [u^jh   ujh] (t  t+j ) for t 2 (tj ; tj+1]; (11.11)
which is identical with # of (9.12) and so satises (9.13).
Next, note that with our denition of ~R, the functions in (11.9) are identical with
those in (8.10) (using p = 3), so we also enjoy the observation (8.11), which can be
rewritten as ~ R(; t+j ) =  ^jh and ~ R(; tj+) =  j+h for  2 f 13 ; 1g. Furthermore,
a comparison of jh in (11.8) with the denition (11.5) of I

2;t implies that 
j+1
h =
3j+1 @
2
t (I

2;t
~ R) for t 2 (tj ; tj+1]. Consequently, I2;t ~ R = I^1;t h+j+1h  16  1j+1 2
  t tj
j+1

.
Combining this with (11.10) yields
@t~uh + I

2;t
~ R = @th + #; where h := 
j+1
h  16  1j+1
R t
tj
2
  t tj
j+1

:
For this function h (similar to  in Section 6.1), a calculation yields
jhj  281 jj+1h j; j+1 j@thj  16 jj+1h j for t 2 (tj ; tj+1]: (11.12)
As M ~R = @t ~R+ ~ R and Mu = 0, while ~ R = I2;t ~ R + #h, so
M ~R Mu = @t[ ~R  ~uh + h] + #h + # in Q:
Now the desired bound of type (8.3) for Rm   u(; tm) = [ ~R   u](; tm), only with
(C20 + 1) replaced by C

20 = 100, is obtained by an application of Lemma 2.3
with  := ( ~R ~uh)+h and # := #h+#, for which we make a few observations. First,
note that [ ~R  u  ](; 0) = R0   '  (R0   u0h) = u0h   '. For h, we recall (11.12)
and also note that h(; t+m 1) = 0. For the piecewise-quadratic function ~R   ~uh, by
virtue of Remark 11.1 j[ ~R  ~uh](; t+m 1)j  m, and a calculation yields
j ~R  ~uhj  53j+1; j+1j@t( ~R  ~uh)j  9j+1 for t 2 (tj ; tj+1]; (11.13)
so m is multiplied by 1+9 = 10 = C2 . Finally, for #, we invoke (11.11). Combining
these observations in the application of Lemma 2.3 completes the proof.
Remark 11.5 ( dG(r) for r > 1). The results of the section, including the
a posteriori error estimate of Theorem 11.4 can be generalized to a fully discrete
dG(r) method with Radau quadrature for r > 1 (in lines with the analysis of x6 for a
semidiscrete dG(r) method). In fact, then the error estimate (8.3) will involve j+1h
dened by (6.5) with  j+ replaced by  j+h , and the same constants C1 and C2 as
in Theorem 6.1.
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11.2. Model problem (1.3): regular regime. Let u solve problem (1.3) with
" = 1,   0, posed in a bounded polyhedral spatial domain 
  Rn, n = 2; 3, and
ujh solve the discrete problem (10.1) with V
j
h and h; ih dened as in x9.2.
Corollary 11.6. Let the above numerical method be applied to problem (1.3)
with " = 1,   0. Then the a posteriori error estimate of Theorem 11.4 is valid with
#h simplied to (8.12), where p = 3, and (8.5b) using  := 0, where 0 from (A.1).
Remark 11.7. A discontinuous Galerkin method dG(1) for a linear version
of (1.3) with " = 1 was considered in [9, 3]. In this particular case, f = f(x; t) im-
plies that (11.8) can be rewritten as j+1h = 6j+1
Lj+1h [u^jh I^1;tuh(t+j )]+3j+1@2t f(x; t0)
for some intermediate t0 2 [tj ; tj+1]. Here we use the piecewise-linear Radau inter-
polant I^1;t described in (11.5), and the discrete operator Lj+1h is similar to Lj+1h only
Lj+1h : H10 (
) ! V j+1h . With this simplication, the a posteriori error estimate of
Corollary 11.6 resembles (but is not identical with) the one of [9, (1.14)] in that it
involves terms of type j+1kLj+1h [u^jh  I^1;tuh(t+j )]k1;
 and 3j+1k@2t fk1;
. (Note also
that [9, (1.14)] is given without proof, and does not appear to be proved elsewhere).
The a posteriori estimate in [3] is of the lower order 2 in time as it involves the terms
of type ku^jh   I^1;tuh(t+j )k1;
 = O(2j+1). We also note the paper [23], which gives a
posteriori estimates for discontinuous Galerkin time discretizations in other norms.
11.3. Model problem (1.3): singularly perturbed regime in one dimen-
sion. Now consider the regime of " 1. Let u solve the problem (1.3) with " 2 (0; 1],
 > 0, posed in the domain 
 := (0; 1), and uh solve the discrete problem (10.1) with
V jh and h; ih dened, for each time level tj , as in x9.3. We consider the two choices
(A.2) of h; ih, using nodal piecewise-linear interpolation Ih := Ijh onto V jh .
Corollary 11.8. Let the above numerical method be applied to problem (1.3)
with " 2 (0; 1],  > 0, 
 := (0; 1). Then the a posteriori error estimate of Theo-
rem 11.4 is valid #h simplied to (8.12), where p = 3. The denition (8.5b) of 
j+1
uses  := " with " dened in (A.4), in which Ih is now replaced by I
j
h.
12. Proof of Lemma 2.2. First, note that the Green's function G associated
with our problem (1.3) in the spatial domain 
 and the Green's function G^ for the
related problem M^u^ := @tu^  4u^ + f(x="; t; u^) = 0 in the spatial domain 
^ := 
="
satisfy k@ksG(x; t; ; s)k1;
 = k@ks G^(x="; t; ; s)k1;
^ for k = 0; 1. Consequently, it suces
to prove Condition 2.1 for the case of " = 1 with 0, 1 and 2 independent of j
j,
so throughout the proof we set L =  4 in (2.2a).
(i) We start by proving the rst bound in Condition 2.1. The Green's function G
associated with M := @t 4+2 in the domain 
 := Rn can be easily obtained from
the fundamental solution of the heat equation (the latter can be found, e.g., in [26,
xIII.3], [11, x2.3.1]. So one gets
G(x; t; ; s) = g(x  ; t  s); where g(x; t) := e
 2t
(4t)n=2
exp

 jxj
2
4t

: (12.1)
Next, note that, by (1.2), the coecient a in (2.2a) satises a  2 so an application
of the maximum principle to problem (2.2) yields 0  G  G. Finally, note that
G(x; t; ; s) d = e 2(t s)  () d; where  () := e
 jj2
n=2
;  :=
   x
2
p
t  s : (12.2)
As
R
Rn  () d = 1, we immediately get k G(x; t; ; s)k1;
  1, which yields the rst
bound in Condition 2.1 with 0 = 1.
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(ii) Next, we prove the second bound in Condition 2.1 in the linear case of
f(x; t; z) = a(x)z + b(x; t) with 2 = 0. In this case, the dierential operator in
(2.2) does not involve s, so one can invoke [5, Corollary 5] (in using this result, we
imitate the proof of [6, Lemma 2.1]). In view of the above bound 0  G  G, an
application of [5, Corollary 5] with  = 2,  = 1, c1 =
1
4 , c2 =
4
9c1 and (t) =
e 
2t
(4t)n=2
yields j@sG(x; t; ; s)j  18c1c2 (t   s) 1 ( 12 [t   s]) e (c2=c1)jj
2
, where  is chosen as
in part (i) of this proof. Now an observation similar to (12.2) leads to the estimate
k@sG(x; t; ; s)k1;
  1(t   s) 1e  122(t s), which immediately implies the second
bound in Condition 2.1 with 2 = 0.
(iii) It remains to establish the second bound in Condition 2.1 in the general case
of f(x; t; z) satisfying (1.2), which implies that for the coecient a in (2.2a) one has
2  a(; s)  2. For any xed (x; t) 2 
  (0; T ], consider the Green's function
G^(x; t; ; s) =:  ^(; s) associated with the operator @t   4 + 2 in the domain 
 so
 ^(; s) satises a version of (2.2) with a replaced by 2. Comparing this problem with
the problem (2.2) for   and noting that L = L = 4, we nd that for any xed (x; t),
the function v(; s) :=  ^(; s)   (; s) solves the terminal-value problem
[ @s  4+ 2 ] v(; s) = F (; s) for (; s) 2 
 [0; t); (12.3a)
v(; t) = 0 for  2 
; (12.3b)
v(; s) = 0 for (; s) 2 @
 [0; t]; (12.3c)
where F (; s) := [a(; s)  2]  (; s) so, using    G and (12.1),
0  F (; s)  (2   2) g(x  ; t  s): (12.3d)
Note that in part (ii) we have shown that  ^ satises the second bound in Condition 2.1
with 2 = 0. So it remains to show that v satises the second bound in Condition 2.1
with 1 = 0 and 2 = (
2   2)^2. This latter bound is immediately obtained by an
application of Lemma 12.1 below to the terminal-value problem (12.3).
The next lemma is applied to the terminal-value problem (12.3), but it is conve-
nient to formulate it in the context of an initial-value problem.
Lemma 12.1. Let v satisfy [@t  4 + 2] v = F in Q and vanish for t = 0 and
x 2 @
, where 0  F (x; t)  g(x  x0; t) with g from (12.1) and some x0 2 
. ThenR T
0
k@tv(; t)k1;
 dt  ^2, where ^2 is independent of j
j, and ^2 = ^2() if  > 0,
while ^2 = ^2(T ) if  = 0.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that x0 = 0 2 
 so F (x; t)  g(x; t).
Recall that Mg = 0 with M = @t   4 + 2; this implies that M [tg] = g, so an
application of the maximum principle yields
0  v(x; t)  t g(x; t): (12.4)
(i) First we establish the desired estimate with ^2 that depends on j
j. Let
w(x; t) := %(t) v with the weight % := t
1
3 e
1
2
2t so %0 = ( 13 t
 1 + 12
2) %. Note that
k@tvk1;
[0;T ]  k% 1k2;
[0;T ] k% @tvk2;
[0;T ]
 ^3 j
j 12

k@twk2;
[0;T ] + k%0 vk2;
[0;T ]

; (12.5)
where we used % @tv = @tw   %0 v and
k% 1k22;
[0;T ] = j
j
Z T
0
t 
2
3 e 
2t dt =: j
j ^23
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(so ^23  3T 1=3 for   0, and
R1
0
t 
2
3 e t dt  2:7 implies ^23 . 2:7 2=3 for  > 0).
To estimate @tw in (12.5), we note that Mw = %F + %0 v  % g + %0 v and so apply
an a priori estimate [18, (6.6) of Chapter III]:
k@twk2;
[0;T ]  k Mwk2;
[0;T ] (12.6)
(in fact, the cited estimate is given for a slightly dierent dierential operator, but
the argument also applies to M). In view of %0 v  ( 13 + 122 t) % g (which follows from
(12.4)), one gets
k@tvk1;
[0;T ]  2 ^3 j
j 12 k%^ gk2;
[0;T ]; where %^ := ( 43 + 122 t) %: (12.7)
Finally, a calculation using  := xp
2t
and  () from (12.2) yields
k%^ gk22;
[0;T ] 
Z T
0
%^2(t) e 2
2t
(8t)n=2
Z
Rn
 () d dt =
Z T
0
( 43 +
1
2
2 t)
2
t2=3 e 
2t
(8t)n=2
dt =: ^24
(this integral is convergent as n2   23 < 1 for n  3). Combining this with (12.7), we
arrive at the desired bound with ^2 := 2 ^3^4 j
j 12 .
(ii) Now we shall show the desired result with ^2 independent of j
j (which
requires a more subtle estimation). Divide Rn into the non-overlapping subdomains

0 := fjxj < 2g and 
j := f2j < jxj < 2j+1g for j = 1; : : :; furthermore let 
00 := 

and 
0j := f2j 1 < jxj < 2j+2g  
j . Note that
j
j j 12  cn 2 12nj : (12.8)
Now we partially imitate the proof in part (i). First, note that one has the bound
(12.5) with 
 replaced by 
j for j = 0; 1; : : :. So for j = 0, using the results of part (i),
one immediately gets
k@tvk1;(
\
0)[0;T ]  2 ^3^4 j
0j
1
2 (12.9)
(compare with ^2 from part (i)).
For j  1, we combine the local version of (12.5) with a local version of the global
estimate (12.6) from
k@twk2;(
\
j)[0;T ]  C
n
k Mwk2;(
\
0j)[0;T ] + kwk2;(
\
0j)[0;T ]
o
;
with the constant C independent of 
 and T (this estimate is obtained similarly to [18,
(6.6), (6.11) of Chapter III]). Here Mw is estimated as in part (i), while w = % v  t% g
by (12.4). This yields a local version of (12.7):
k@tvk1;(
\
j)[0;T ]  2 ^3 j
j j
1
2 C k(%^+ t%) gk2;
0j[0;T ] for j  1: (12.10)
Next, we use  := x
2
p
t
and  () from (12.2), and also the observation that as j  1 so
(exp(  jxj24t ))2  e 
4j 2
t e jj
2  c0n ( t4j )
n
e jj
2
. So for j  1 a calculation shows that
k(%^+ t%) gk22;
0j[0;T ]  c
0
n 4
 jn
Z T
0
(%^+ t%)2 e 2
2t tn
(4t)n=2
Z
Rn
 () d dt = c00n 4
 jn:
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Combining this with (12.10) and then with (12.9) and (12.8), we arrive at
k@tvk1;(
\
j)[0;T ]  2 ^3 cn

^4 for j = 0;p
c00n 2
  12nj for j  1:
This immediately yields the desired bound with ^2 := 2 ^3 cn[^4 +
p
c00n (2
1
2n   1) 1]
independent of j
j.
Appendix A. Elliptic estimators. We now cite error estimators of type (7.3)
for particular cases of the elliptic model problem (7.4) and its discretizations (7.5).
A.1. Elliptic model problem: regular regime. We rst consider the steady-
state version (7.4) of our model problem (1.3) in the regular regime of " := 1.
Let v solve the problem (7.4) with " = 1,   0, posed in a bounded poly-
hedral domain 
  Rn, n = 2; 3, and vh solve the discrete problem (7.5) with Vh
and h; ih dened as follows. Given a conforming and shape-regular triangulation
Th of 
 made of elements T , we let Vh be the space of continuous piecewise poly-
nomial nite element functions of degree l  1, and Vh := Vh \ H10 (
). We employ
h';wih :=
P
T2Th QT ('w), where QT is a quadrature formula for the integral over T
with positive weights, and quadrature points contained in T , such that QT is exact
for the polynomials of degree q with q  maxf2l   2; 1g.
In [24, Theorem 4.2], an a posteriori error estimate of type (7.3) is given with
 = 0 dened by
0
 
Vh; vh; g(; vh)

:=
h
c0 max
T2Th
n
h2T
(4vh   g(; vh))1;T + hT[[@nvh]]1;@Tn@
o
+ c1
qn=2;Tln=2 + c2 hT q 1n;T lni j lnhminj2; (A.1)
where hmin is the smallest mesh size, hT is the diameter of T , [[@nvh]] is the jump
of the normal derivatives across an inter-element side, k  klp is the lp norm, and the
quantity
q
0
n0;T := jT j1=n
0 g(; vh)  Ih;q0 [g(; vh)]1;T
is dened using the Lagrange interpolation operator Ih;q0 onto the space of piecewise
polynomials of degree  q0.4
A.2. Elliptic model problem: singularly-perturbed regime in one di-
mension. 5 We now consider the steady-state version (7.4) of our model prob-
lem (1.3) in the singularly-perturbed regime of " 1.
Let v solve the problem (7.4) with " 2 (0; 1] and  > 0, posed in the domain

 := (0; 1), and vh solve the discrete problem (7.5) using the space Vh of continuous
piecewise-linear nite element functions on an arbitrary nonuniform mesh fxigNi=1
with 0 = x0 < x1 <    < xN = 1 and hi := xi   xi 1. Note that here we make abso-
lutely no mesh regularity assumptions (as solutions of our problem typically exhibit
sharp layers so a suitable mesh is expected to be highly-nonuniform; see, e.g., [21]).
4It is noted in [6] that if the domain 
 has cracks, it is not entirely clear whether (A.1) of [24]
still holds. We refer the reader to [6, Remark 2,4] for a further discussion of (A.1) in this case and
related literature.
5Similar elliptic estimators for two- and three-dimensional steady-state versions of (1.3) in the
singularly-perturbed regime " 1 are given in [15, 4].
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Consider two choices of h; ih, which are dened using the standard piecewise-
linear nodal interpolation operator Ih:
h';whih := hIh';whi; (quadrature) (A.2a)
h';whih := hIh['wh]; 1i: (lumped-mass quadrature) (A.2b)
Remark A.1. To illustrate Remarks 7.3 and 7.4, note that the described two
discretizations using either (A.2a) or (A.2b) are of type (7.2). In particular, for
(A.2a), we get Lh :=  "2[@2x]h and Ph := Ih. Here the operator [@2x]h : H10 (
) !
Vh+"
 2Ih[g(; 0)] is dened by h [@2x]h'; whi = h'0; w0hi for all ' 2 H10 (
), wh 2 Vh.
Consequently, the discrete problem using (A.2a) may be represented as
 "2 [@2x]hvh + Ih[g(; vh)] = 0: (A.3a)
By contrast, (A.2b) can be rewritten as a dierence scheme:  "22xvh;i+g(xi; vh;i) = 0,
for i = 1; : : : ; N   1, where 2xvh;i := 2hi+hi+1

1
hi+1
(vh;i+1   vh;i)   1hi (vh;i   vh;i 1)

is the standard nite-dierence operator. Letting 2xvh;i := "
 2 g(xi; vh;i) for i = 0; N
and applying the linear interpolation Ih to f2xvh;igNi=0, we can represent the discrete
problem using (A.2b) as
 "2 Ih[2xvh] + Ih[g(; vh)] = 0; (A.3b)
where the values 2xvh;i are easily explicitly computable.
We cite a posteriori estimates [14, 20, 21] of type (7.3) with  := "
 
Vh; g(; vh)

,
where " = ";(A:2a) for (A.2a) and " = ";(A:2b) for (A.2b) are given by
";(A.2a)
 
Vh; g

:= max
i=1;:::;N
n
h2i
4"2 kIhgk1;(xi 1;xi)
o
+  2kg   Ihgk1;(0;1); (A.4a)
";(A.2b)
 
Vh; g

:= ";(A.2a) + max
i=1;:::;N
n
h2i
6 " k@x(Ihg)k1;(xi 1;xi)
o
; (A.4b)
where g := g(; vh):
Remark A.2. The error estimators (A.4a) and (A.4b) are robust although they
involve negative powers of the small parameter ". Indeed, an inspection of repre-
sentations (A.3a) and (A.3b) for the two considered numerical methods shows that
" 2h2i jIhgj = " 2h2i jIh[g(; vh)]j becomes h2i j[@2x]hvhj or h2i j2xvhj, so it approximates
h2i j@2xvj, where v is the exact solution of our equation  "2@2xv + g(; v) = 0. Simi-
larly, the term " 1h2i j@x(Ihg)j approximates " j@3xvj, which has similar magnitude to
h2i j@2xvj in the layer regions.
By contrast, if h; ih := h; i (i.e. no quadrature is used), then one can obtain
a simpler-looking error estimate of type (7.3) with  := max
i=1;:::;N
 h2i
4"2 kgk1;(xi 1;xi)
	
.
However, this estimate is not robust. To see this, split g = Phg + (g  Phg) using
the standard L2 projection Ph. Then, instead of (A.3a), we have the representation
 "2 [@2x]hvh + Ph[g] = 0 for our numerical method. The component " 2h2i jPhgj ap-
proximates h2i j@2xvj so it yields a robust part of the estimator. But the other component
" 2h2i jg   Phgj may be as large as O(" 2h4i ), which may become quite large if " is
small compared to the local mesh size. For this numerical method one can, in fact,
obtain a robust error estimator, which is almost identical with (A.4a), only Ih in "
should be replaced by Ph (but this latter estimator is less practical, as it requires the
L2 projection Phg to be explicitly computed).
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